
MFL  Reporting Student Progress 

Year 7 and Year 9 second language 

Developing: understand words and phrases in the present tense ask and answer simple questions, copy correct 

pronunciation and intonation, write a few short sentences with help. Understand grammatical terms: noun, article, 

adjective, pronoun, verb, tense, gender. 

Core: understand main points and opinions from short texts in the present tense. Translate short phrases into 

English. Exchange opinions and take part in brief conversations usually using correct pronunciation. Write several 

short sentences with help and translate phrases of familiar language into the target language. Understand and use 

adjectives, pronouns, opinions, simple negatives, connectives and intensifiers. 

Advanced: understand main points and opinions from short passages, which include reference to the present and 

one other tense. Use a dictionary to enhance written work and comprehension. Translate simple sentences in two 

tenses with a degree of accuracy. Take part in a simple conversation and exchange justified opinions using two 

tenses. . Understand and use adjectives, pronouns, justified opinions, simple negatives, connectives and intensifiers, 

time expressions and possessive adjectives. 

 

Year 8 

Developing: understand main points and opinions from short texts in the present tense. Translate short phrases into 

English. Exchange opinions and take part in brief conversations usually using correct pronunciation. Write several 

short sentences with help and translate phrases of familiar language into the target language. Understand and use 

adjectives, pronouns, opinions, simple negatives, connectives and intensifiers. 

Core: understand main points and opinions from short passages, which include reference to the present and one 

other tense. Use a dictionary to enhance written work and comprehension. Translate simple sentences in two tenses 

with a degree of accuracy. Take part in a simple conversation and exchange justified opinions using two tenses. . 

Understand and use adjectives, pronouns, justified opinions, simple negatives, connectives and intensifiers, time 

expressions and possessive adjectives. 

Advanced: understand texts that include justified opinions and refer to three tenses, translate longer sentences. 

Write short texts with a few minor mistakes. Take part in a short conversation on a range of topics, describing, 

informing and giving opinions and reasons. Understand and use adjectives, pronouns, justified opinions, simple 

negatives, connectives and intensifiers, time expressions and possessive adjectives, adverbs, two tenses eg present 

and perfect, some common imperfect structures. 

 

Year 9 

Developing: understand main points and opinions from short passages, which include reference to the present and 

one other tense. Use a dictionary to enhance written work and comprehension. Translate simple sentences in two 

tenses with a degree of accuracy. Take part in a simple conversation and exchange justified opinions using two 

tenses. . Understand and use adjectives, pronouns, justified opinions, simple negatives, connectives and intensifiers, 

time expressions and possessive adjectives. 

Core: understand texts that include justified opinions and refer to three tenses, translate longer sentences. Write 

short texts with a few minor mistakes. Take part in a short conversation on a range of topics, describing, informing 

and giving opinions and reasons. Understand and use adjectives, pronouns, justified opinions, simple negatives, 

connectives and intensifiers, time expressions and possessive adjectives, adverbs, two tenses eg present and perfect, 

some common imperfect structures. 

Advanced: understand longer texts that include justified opinions and refer to three tenses. Take part in longer 

conversations express and justify opinions giving detail and referring to the past, present and future. Answer 

unprepared questions. Write short passages for different purposes using formal and informal language. Translate 



longer sentences with only minor mistakes. Understand and use adjectives, pronouns, justified opinions, negatives, 

connectives and intensifiers, time expressions and possessive adjectives, adverbs, two tenses eg present and perfect, 

some common imperfect, conditional and modal structures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


